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Successful Urban Planning Necessitates:

Efficiency
Beautification
Diversity
Interactivity
Sustainability
Evolvement

Is Vancouver Island University: (photos: VIU website)

Underutilized:
- outdoor and indoor spaces
- instructor expertise and creativity
- student creativity

The best collaborative model of the changing global community
Keeping up with the demands of education: providing the best educational outcomes
Cost effective in the future, therefore, sustainable
As stimulating as it could be for students and faculty
Serving the community:

- accessible
- welcoming the community,
- providing a role within the community
- providing educational outreach

This project will consider these areas from an urban planning perspective.
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Introduction: Sustainable Education

VIU’s urban planning course studies sustainable low carbon-footprint communities;

connectivity through neighbourhoods, linked systems of natural areas and parks, smarter

infrastructure; and the improvement of life and lifestyles. In Seven Rules for Sustainable

Communities, Patrick Condon insists that North America’s cities and metropolitan regions must

“strike a new balance between their human inhabitants and the planet’s air and water systems”

(pp. xi). Condon’s book “demonstrate[s] a renewed understanding of the city and how it can

operate more efficiently,” which is analogous to universities and how important it is that they

operate more effectively and efficiently too (pp. xi). The role universities play is similar to the

role urban planning plays. Over the long-term, for anything to be effective, it must be adaptable

to meet the needs and challenges ahead. Community engagement both within the university and

beyond its borders requires many access points and collaboration methods.

Vancouver Island University as a Sought after Social and Community Destination:

A common denominator for increasing collaboration is accessibility and turning VIU

into a sought after social and community destination. Generally, universities are an intimidating

“elitist” place, separate from the community. VIU could be ‘the’ vibrant social gathering place

and leisure destination where people want to be. But more importantly, VIU can “be” the

“cultural community intelligence” for both city residents and its working members. If VIU

became an attractive destination and was utilized in nonpeak hours by city members, it could

become a vibrant cultural and social destination, besides being a great learning destination. From

a development perspective, VIU could attract outside capital investment partners or businesses to
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invest within its borders. Together they could re-task spaces to be more useful and enjoyable.

Membership would not have to wait for funding.

Increasing our mixed use density and users would allow the university to turn into a cultural

destination while it increased its market potential to attract a larger portion of international

students and programs. Inviting outside business in might be the formula we need for making our

spaces stimulating multi-purpose gathering places.

 then we would hold social events like a Philosopher’s café on site

 then we would have natural fits to encourage activities like poetry readings, story-telling, and

socializing

 then we might have a fun and accessible pub filled with entertainment, comedy, and people

 then we would might meet more fellow cohorts in a fully functioning gym
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Creating a Win/ Win Vibrant Community on the Hill:

The best view in the city can draw people to make our indoor and outdoor spaces better

utilized. We might achieve this by offering:

 events all summer long, such as art, music, and film festivals, day and night, making the most

of these facilities and available parking in the off-peak periods.

 developed walking pathways on campus, perhaps as part of a larger trail system, which could

be enjoyed by the whole community as well as faculty, staff, and students.

 the university, as an educational facility. The university is a natural fit for holding business

and medical conferences.

 our preheated and potentially underutilized spaces to increase VIU’s exposure and use. By

donating these spaces for community development use, we continue to increase our opportunity

to connect with the community.

 the community access to library facilities and computer labs (in nonpeak periods), making

greater use of these valuable resources already in place. Taxpayer government funds invested in

VIU should be accessible to its larger contributing base.

VIU could become a year round thriving destination which turns into a mainstream community

destination. As the university becomes accessible and used by a greater portion of the

community and as people experience a benefit and enjoyment from physically being here,

barriers to class and program enrollment could diminish. As a result, accessibility to education

could increase.
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Community Partnerships

VIU has a diverse presence on Vancouver Island in addition to its four campuses. VIU’s

Deep Bay Marine Field Station, the Centre for Shellfish Research, the International Centre for

Sturgeon Studies, and VIU’s Horticultural Laboratory at Milner Gardens and Woodland provide

research and engagement with community and non-community partners.

VIU could also develop partnerships within the business and civic community. VIU’s Dr.

Jennifer Mullett (2013), the Director of Community Partnerships in health research, informs me

that engagement with the community does happen, although often this engagement is in addition

to a fully extended instructor’s workload. Dr. Mullett recently collaborated a small outreach

group consisting of thirteen-year-old First Nations students via the medium of “digital stories.”

This project was designed to connect First Nations community elders with youth to document

valuable indigenous narratives. Although Dr. Mullett’s goal among this group is to create a

greater sense of identity and self-confidence, her long-term goal is chronic disease prevention.

Creating digital stories is a doorway into addressing this problem. Another community outreach

VIU - a Social and Community Destination
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initiative, which has received seed funding, is a participatory research project with seniors in

Parksville called “Center of Healthy Aging.”

Dr. Mullet states that currently the bulk of inquiry from community members is to assist

with government grant application forms. This outreach to VIU may exemplify an important role

Dr. Mullet's office performs, when she advises project initiators to reflect on what their goals are.

Interestingly, she states that community members have the communication and conflict

resolution skills, but they lack the important and necessary research skills. As a result, this may

suggest that undergraduate students could provide an important service, while learning under the

stewardship of their professor or a community outreach department.

Partnering education with the business community can be a win-win opportunity. A

successful working model of a collaborative university-business partnership is the MBA program

at the University at Buffalo where community consultation-MBA programs serve as valuable

business tools. Surprising business solutions are developed from “Consulting Practices” classes.

“The whole idea of the course is that the students develop a practical understanding of the

consulting process. They develop the skills necessary to deliver a good project, both at the

individual and team levels,” says the president of the University at Buffalo (University at Buffalo,

n.d., n.p.). “They get a better understanding of how organizations work because, rather than

being a theoretical textbook-led description of organizations, they go into them. They find out

the realities of tight schedules and of unexpected things cropping up. And, of course, the other

intention is that they use the expertise they developed in other parts of the MBA program.” “The

results have been a learning process not only for the students but for the business community in

which they do extensive research…The professionalism and thoroughness of their research and

findings have been impressing their clients throughout the community—and driving them to

implement the students’ recommendations.” Business owner Joseph Dispenza claims that the
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students “brought...some very interesting initiatives [to the table]...Right now, out of the four

major areas where they directed us, I have firm commitments on implementing three and I’m

working on the fourth. We’re putting it into progress” (University at Buffalo, n.d., n.p.).

Similarly, Michele Brown, executive director of Compeer of Greater Buffalo concurs

with the evaluation. She states, “the plan they developed for her organization, which matches

mentors with children, adults, and seniors with emotional difficulties, was comprehensive and on

target.” Student research revealed “[t]hings that I will be able to—and have already—put into

place in our agency,” claims Brown (University at Buffalo, n.d., n.p.).

Interdependent Community Partnerships

Municipal government and the university are two major influences within our community.

As we had studied in our Urban Planning class, higher density, preservation and careful planning

of a solid core natural habitat would be beneficial to both the city residents and the ecosystems

within it. And that the inevitability of infill housing and increased density is the next logical step

to reducing our green house gas emissions. It makes practical responsible sense to provide a

community with a variety of housing options, in desirable locations. Our class discussed the City

of Nanaimo’s myopic approach to urban planning, favoring single family homes. The Linley

Valley conservation group came into the classroom asking for our assistance to help them save

the valley. We observed two things. The first was the city’s apparent lack of leadership to

facilitate a cohesive working group to work with the Linley Valley conservation group and the

valley’s limited land owners. The second, exposed an nonanalytical, nonstrategic, and

noninclusive approach this group had been working from. The intelligence the group brought to

the class suggested that the gap between the city and the conservation group may have been

bridgeable. The chasm between the stakeholders reveals significant potential for a community-
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university partnership. This example might reveal that the university could play an important role.

Moreover, in University-Community Partnerships, Soska and Butterfield (2012) inform that

partnerships have proven to influence and encourage social responsibility. It is a social

responsibility that every city planning department plan for sustainability.

In the Handbook of Action Research, Brulin (2001) states the pivotal factor in shaping

inter-relationships is “to learn to know each other” first (p. 441). If working relationships,

coalitions, and dynamic networks are well established, where the city routinely works with

various departments within the university, the door is open for diverse thinking. Ongoing

dialogue opens the door for change. If nothing else, the university could serve as a respected

collaborator with civic thinkers.

Community Outreach Partnership Centers (COPC) sponsored by the United States

Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) identify civic engagement and

community partnerships are critical themes for higher education. University-Community

Partnerships demonstrate “models of university-community partnerships; COPC programs; and

wide-ranging social work partnerships that involve teaching, research, social change, and

innovative methods in the processes of civic engagement” (p. 236).

Another university-community partnership is highly praised by the mayor of Rochester

New York, Robert Duffy. Mayor Duffy credits the University of Rochester for playing an

important role in helping to define modern-day health care. He sees the university as a

synergistic partner that is contributing to the success of Rochester. Duffy states: “In every sense

of the word, the University of Rochester has truly come off their campus and into our

community… From education to health care, from prenatal to nursing home care, from jobs to

housing, the University of Rochester and the City of Rochester are reaping the benefits of our

strong relationship, interdependency, and collaborative spirit” (Rochester University, n.d., n.p.).
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Visionary Educators are Creating Active Citizenship

Visionary educators are finding ways to create active citizens before students leave their

post secondary studies. Tufts University in Medford, Massachusetts offers a Citizenship and

Public Service program to its students and the community. For example, the Jonathan M. Tisch

College of Citizenship and Public Service “thinks community engagement is a way to motivate

truly sustainable practice” (Tufts University, 2013, n.p.). In regards to their citizen engineers,

Tisch College promotes the ideology that “to be truly sustainable, [as in sustainable engineering,

such as wind and solar energy,] engineers need to understand their society and environment, and

understand the economic contexts and impacts (Tufts University, 2013, n.p.). Tisch’s programs

focus on emotional attachment. Tisch states, “value and affect matter...It’s not the technical

things that make you motivated; it’s the value of things” (Tufts University, 2013, n.p.). This

sounds like sustainable education practices.

Tisch currently offers active citizenship opportunities in twenty-eight field areas of study

and “an active citizenship component” to more than one hundred undergraduate courses (Tisch,

2010, pp. 26). Their program in Urban and Environmental Planning includes the following

courses: Homelessness in America; Legal Frameworks of Social Policy; Negotiation, Mediation

and Conflict Resolution; Introduction to Geographic Information Systems for Urban and

Environmental Analysis. Similar to VIU’s courses in the Geography department, students learn

how to map socio-economic data as well as a variety of environmental, land use transportation,

and community resources information. Tisch’s student term projects try to contribute to social

change, community service, or public policy initiatives. For example, the “Homelessness in

America” course requires a minimum of fifteen hours of volunteer service in which students
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interact directly with homeless people and service providers (Tufts University, courses, 2013,

n.p.).

“A New Breed of Leader”

In their book, Citizen You, Jonathan Tisch and Karl Weber (2011) describe Tufts

University’s commitment for engaging their students into the community. They break it down to

these four features:

1) Integration: in every corner of curriculum:

 the result is active citizenship with a minimum of ONE course with an active citizenship

component.

 a course like “Water and Diplomacy” provides a connection between engineering,

sustainable land use, and public policy providing real world connections.

2) Student/ Service Experiments:

 thorough documentation for learning and applying results to improve programs

 faculty research

3) Focus on root causes versus symptoms. Student and faculty research drive deep positive change.

4) New Activism: Students develop local community projects with advisers and site supervisors

and meet regularly for skills workshops, retreats, and debates.

Tisch president Larry Bacow equates the building blocks of DNA to the university’s role in the

community when he states: “Citizenship is the primary carrier of that piece of the DNA here.

Tisch College is the primary carrier of that piece of the genetic code” (Tisch, 2010, p. 27).

Other Tisch College of Citizenship and Public Service courses include:
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Become a Citizen ENGINEER

Sample Courses

Clean Energy Tech and Policy

Hazardous Waste Treatment

Human Factors: Product Design

Wind Engineering

Sustainable Engineering

Sample Co-Curricular

Wind Turbines for Ethiopia

Engineers Without Borders

Girl Scout Engineering Day

Science Elementary

Education Partnerships

Become a Citizen ENTREPRENEUR

Sample Courses

Entrepreneurial Leadership

Global Poverty and Inequality

Innovative Social Enterprise Entrepreneurship and

Business Planning

Globalization and Social Change

Sample Co-Curricular

Young Entrepreneurs at Tufts

Global Policy Forum

Model United Nations

Tufts Financial Group

PANGEA

Become a Citizen HEALTH ADVOCATE

Sample Courses

Public Health

Community Health Theory and Practice

Economics of Health

Health Care in America

Health of New Immigrants

Sample Co-Curricular

AIDS Action Committee

American Red Cross Blood Drive

Center for Community Health Education

Medical Relief Trip

Southern Jamaica Plain Health Center

(Tufts University, courses, 2013, n.p.)
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Connecting alumni with current students through a mentoring program, provides the

opportunity to attend discussion groups and events, network, and make connections. As Tisch’s

undergraduate citizenship programs provide an educational opportunity to be active citizens, this

exposure increases the likelihood many will continue to be active in the communities they live in,

post graduation.

Ongoing Collaboration on Campus

In addition to engaging in projects that address community needs while meeting

educational goals, there are community needs within the university, as in the international

student body, for example. VIU has a unique microcosm of an international community right on

campus, which could be developed. VIU English professor Katharina Rout invited Saudi Arabian

students to join her Arabic Fiction class. The international students were a welcomed addition to

a predominantly Caucasian classroom, and this collaboration provided mutual benefits. Canadian

students were exposed to a deeper understanding of the literature and Arab customs, and Saudi

students had the opportunity to fully participate in and converse with an upper-level English

class.

Similarly, how much does the average VIU student know about the living conditions of

its fellow First Nations students? Study of the local First Nations reserves within and around

neighbouring Nanaimo, or across the coastal region, could prove to be very beneficial in

understanding First Nations community planning, as well as provide an opportunity for

development. For example, the collaboration of an Urban Planning or a sociology course and a

First Nations one would not only foster awareness of First Nations living conditions and the

poverty within, it would develop a greater sensitivity among our students. It could be

constructive. Other collaborative opportunities could include integrating media studies students
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with students from other faculties who wish to turn their projects into a multi-media presentation.

VIU has the perfect formula for being a community university where local students rub shoulders

with other students who come from a wide range of demographics, anywhere from a local First

Nations reservation to a palace in Saudi Arabia. If we don’t practice connecting with others in

this special place, we are missing a great learning opportunity. Learning to know each other is

the antecedent to forming and shaping inter-relationships.

Increase access to education: Using technology to enhance education.

By utilizing multimedia, collaborative online websites, flexible scheduling, maximizing

mental capacities of students, and careful utilization of instructor energy, new ways of learning

can be incorporated into the curriculum. Taped lectures could save valuable and limited

intellectual human resources. They could provide flexibility in the following ways:

 Face-to-face class time would be reserved for hands-on workshop or project type engagement

with students and the community.

 If certain courses were not limited to specific time frames or completion deadlines, different

work projects could be considered. A scenario might include class reduction to one ninety

minute class per week but stretched over two semesters which would allow for in-depth

project work and collaborating with the same work group over a longer period of time.

 Course enrollment could increase. The in-class portion could be augmented for distance

learners by adding an online collaborative component. VIU is already headed in this direction

in the English department. These progressive professors are providing Nanaimo students with

the flexibility they need. Time traveling back and forth to the classroom, taking valuable and
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limited time away from engaging with the material, is a high cost to education that many

students can’t afford.

Educators are the cornerstone of society

Viability also requires focusing on the role of our educators. Our professors are a

cornerstone of society—by the very nature of them educating its members. An emphasis on

treating educators as valuable resources versus using them up is good sustainable practice.

 Restructuring an educators’ time provides potential access to compensational income. If

faculty had the breathing room to develop and integrate their departments into collaborative

learning outcomes engaged within the community—while making the university more

beneficial to the community—this restructuring might also provide access to additional

government funding and business resources.

 If instructors finds ways to increase their impact in the community or to engage with

additional learners, salary augmentation might be attainable. Moreover, our intellectual

resources should be shared. For example, access to VIU urban planning expertise in a city

planning meeting could greatly benefit the community at large, as demonstrated with the

Linley Valley example.
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Community Oriented - Increase Engagement

Universities have a responsibility to make a positive contribution to the local community.

Essentially, they have the obligation to convert themselves into “engaged social institutions,

functioning as critical and reflective training centres for new generations of social actors,” state

Levin and Greenwood (2001, p. 104). In 1997, Sweden adopted a law demanding universities

serve their communities, because universities were “not devoted to the production and

distribution of fundamental knowledge in general” (Brulin, 2001, p. 440).

Universities can and should encourage learning and expand its role as an educator. VIU is

doing an exemplary job providing a variety of access points to education and research.

Unfortunately, for budgetary reasons, VIU has canceled its continuing education program in

Nanaimo. This result is contrary to this paper’s focus on education outreach, but there might be

ways around this where VIU could meet student and public learning needs at the same time. For

example:

Education Outreach
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 Barrier-free lectures structured for the public could have spin-off affects in the community.

The advising department currently provides important workshops. They could offer them at

various times in order to be accessible and beneficial to the community at large, too. The

liberal studies program is already poised for this, the weekly lectures held in the auditorium

could be opened up to other students, faculty, staff, and the public. Pertinent community issues,

such as suicide or homeless in Nanaimo, might be incorporated into a sociology or psychology

class and accessible to the public as well. This report acknowledges the Arts and Humanities

Colloquium series now attracting audiences of over one hundred.

 The university could teach, or possibly co-teach a variety of topics with community educators.

For example:

 Short seminars or workshops could include:

- “Beyond the popular myths of health & wellness”

- “The latest research on diabetes”

- “Concerns & obsessions about food & nutrition”

- “Revolutionary care for the aging / disabled”

- “Making it easy to be at ease when dealing with social anxiety”

 Instructors could provide curriculum adjunct lectures, such as:

- “The future of psychology and neuroscience”

- “The best stories of history”

 The philosophy department could host political and moral debates that faculty, staff,

students, and the general public could attend or participate in.

 (double duty) Compelling small credit courses (1 or 1.5 credits) for students and the

community capitalizes on unused spaces in our minds and in our buildings. Small credit

courses could include an online element to meet additional educational requirements. This is
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another way to provide other functional components to every degree. Sample small credit

courses might include:

 “Authenticity for powerful stress management in professionals”

 “Renaissance leaders”

 “Talking about negotiating - for a change”

 “Dressing for themedia-centric future”

- “Meeting lobotomies replaced with online creativities”- Using effective collaborative

online discussion tools to teach successful collaboration/communication sharing

- “Authentic communication”

 “Storytelling for success”

 “Money management for fun and profit”

 “Decisions that make themselves - analytical decision making”

 As the venue for cultural community intelligence, VIU should host important civic/ provincial

events, creative work-shopping, and community round-tables. President Obama actively seeks

out universities as a favorite public venue, because universities are the site for change.

Although VIU might not host a round-table with Prime Minister Stephen Harper, round-table

debates or discussions with our electoral candidates or our MLAs can encourage the

community and our students to become more familiar with political issues. VIU would be

instrumental in facilitating important awareness in influential matters, such as elections, while

it makes itself more relevant within the community, to encourage the social responsibility of

being informed citizens.
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Societal Responsibility: Human Well-being

Levin and Greenwood (2001) state that one of the core elements in action research is that

the “meanings constructed in the inquiry process lead to social action or these reflections on

action lead to the construction of new meanings” (p. 105). They state that collaboration is

powerful for two reasons. First, collaboration is context driven and addresses real-life

problems—it is a “co-generative knowledge creation and problem solving process” (p. 105).

Second, it is in the meaning where purpose and excitement happens. In The Careless Society:

Community and its Counterfeits, John McKnight (1995) states that “[c]are is, indeed, the

manifestation of a community. The community is the site for the relationships of citizens. And it

is at this site that the primary work of a caring society must occur. If that site is invaded, co-

opted, overwhelmed, and dominated by service-producing institutions, then the work of the

community will fail” (x). Countless studies indicate that people tend to be happier and live

longer fuller lives when they are contributing, helping, learning, or interacting with others. The

university setting is a natural gathering place for like-minded people to find each other; it is a

Active Community
Interaction

In Keeping with
VIU’s Core Values
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natural setting for minds to develop. Professor of neuro science, William Klemm (2012), states

that “new experiences, an active social life, and mental demands, such as learning a new

language or getting an advanced college degree” slow mental decline with age. “Learning new

things always have the benefit of making you feel good about yourself.”

Conclusion

A university is a valuable and vital resource which receives federal and provincial

support, as well as support from its community—specifically, donors, students, staff, and faculty.

Universities are an inter-dependent system which must be sustainable and adaptable in order to

meet the needs and demands of today and tomorrow. There are countless access points and

collaborative methods we can employ to continue to increase engagement within our borders and

the greater community. VIU can “be” the “cultural community intelligence” where people want

to be. We find the evidence in every direction that this university continues to increase its

cultural engagement and collaboration. VIU is continually growing and changing to be the

visionary educator it needs to be.

http://www.psychologytoday.com/basics/social-life
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